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Abstract
We provide an overview of the extensive recent results on the Shannon capacity of single-user and multiuser
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels. Although enormous capacity gains have been predicted for such
channels, these predictions are based on somewhat unrealistic assumptions about the underlying time-varying channel model and how well it can be tracked at the receiver as well as at the transmitter. More realistic assumptions can
dramatically impact the potential capacity gains of MIMO techniques. For time-varying MIMO channels there are
multiple Shannon-theoretic capacity definitions and, for each definition, different correlation models and channel
side information assumptions that we consider. We first provide a comprehensive summary of ergodic and outage
capacity results for single-user MIMO channels. These results indicate that the capacity gain obtained from multiple antennas heavily depends on the amount of channel knowledge at either the receiver or transmitter, the channel
SNR, and the correlation between the channel gains on each antenna element. We then focus attention on the capacity regions for MIMO broadcast and multiple access channels. In contrast to single-user MIMO channels, capacity
results for these multiuser MIMO channels are quite difficult to obtain, even for constant channels. We summarize
capacity results for the MIMO broadcast and multiple access channel for channels that are either constant or fading
with perfect instantaneous knowledge of the antenna gains at both transmitter(s) and receiver(s). We also show
that the MIMO multiple access and broadcast capacity regions are intimately related via a duality transformation.
This transformation is not only useful for proving capacity theorems; it also facilitates finding the optimal transmission strategy of the nonconvex MIMO broadcast channel using convex optimization techniques applied to the dual
MIMO multiple access channel. Last we discuss capacity results for multicell MIMO channels with base station
cooperation. The base stations then act as a spatially diverse antenna array, and transmission strategies that exploit
this structure exhibit significant capacity gains. This section also provides a brief discussion of system level issues
associated with MIMO cellular. Open problems in this field abound and are discussed throughout the paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless systems continue to strive for ever higher data rates. This goal is particularly challenging for
systems that are power, bandwidth, and complexity limited. However, another domain can be exploited
to significantly increase channel capacity: the use of multiple transmit and receive antennas. Pioneering
work by Foschini [22] and Telatar [70] ignited much interest in this area by predicting remarkable spectral
efficiencies for wireless systems with multiple antennas when the channel exhibits rich scattering and
its variations can be accurately tracked. This initial promise of exceptional spectral efficiency almost
“for free” resulted in an explosion of research activity to characterize the theoretical and practical issues
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associated with MIMO wireless channels and to extend these concepts to multiuser systems. This tutorial
summarizes the segment of this recent work focused on the capacity of MIMO systems for both single
users and multiple users under different assumptions about channel correlation and the amount of channel
side information available at the transmitter and receiver.
The large spectral efficiencies associated with MIMO channels are based on the premise that a rich
scattering environment provides independent transmission paths from each transmit antenna to each receive antenna. Therefore, for single-user systems, a transmission and reception strategy that exploits
this structure achieves capacity on approximately
ber of transmit antennas and

 

 

separate channels, where



is the num-

is the number of receive antennas. Thus, capacity scales linearly with

relative to a system with just one transmit and one receive antenna. This capacity increase

requires a scattering environment such that the matrix of channel gains between transmit and receive antenna pairs has full rank and independent entries, and that perfect estimates of these gains are available
at the receiver. Perfect estimates of these gains at both the transmitter and receiver provides an increase
in the constant multiplier associated with the linear scaling. Much subsequent work has been aimed at
characterizing MIMO channel capacity under more realistic assumptions about the underlying channel
model and the channel estimates available at the transmitter and receiver. The main question from both
a theoretical and practical standpoint is whether the enormous capacity gains initially predicted by Foschini and Telatar can be obtained in more realistic operating scenarios, and what specific gains result from
adding more antennas and/or a feedback link between the receiver and transmitter.
MIMO channel capacity depends heavily on the statistical properties and antenna element correlations
of the channel. Recent work has developed both analytical and measurement-based MIMO channel models along with the corresponding capacity calculations for typical indoor and outdoor environments [1].
Antenna correlation varies drastically relative to the scattering environment, the distance between transmitter and receiver, the antenna configurations, and the Doppler spread [2, 67]. As we shall see, the effect
of channel correlation on capacity depends on what is known about the channel at the transmitter and receiver: correlation sometimes increases capacity and sometimes reduces it [17]. Moreover, channels with
very low correlation between antennas can still exhibit a “keyhole” effect where the rank of the channel
gain matrix is very small, leading to limited capacity gains [13]. Fortunately, this effect is not prevalent
in most environments.
We focus on MIMO channel capacity in the Shannon theoretic sense. The Shannon capacity (maximum
mutual information) of a single-user time-invariant channel corresponds to the maximum data rate that
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can be transmitted over the channel with arbitrarily small error probability. When the channel is timevarying channel capacity has multiple definitions, depending on what is known about the instantaneous
channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter and/or receiver and whether or not capacity is measured
based on averaging the rate over all channel states or maintaining a fixed rate for most channel states.
Specifically, when CSI is known perfectly at both transmitter and receiver, the transmitter can adapt
its transmission strategy relative to the channel and therefore channel capacity is characterized by the
ergodic, outage, or minimum rate capacity. Ergodic capacity defines the maximum average rate under
an adaptive transmission strategy averaged over all channel states (long-term average). Outage capacity
defines the maximum rate that can be maintained in all channel states with some probability of outage
(no data transmission). Minimum rate capacity defines the maximum average rate under an adaptive
transmission strategy that maintains a given minimum rate in every channel state, and then averages the
total rate in excess of this minimum over all channel states. When only the receiver has perfect CSI
then the transmitter must maintain a fixed-rate transmission strategy based on knowledge of the channel
statistics only, which can include the full channel distribution, just its mean and variance (equivalent to
the full distribution for complex Gaussian channel gains), or just its mean or variance. In this case ergodic
capacity defines the rate that can be achieved via this fixed-rate strategy based on receiver averaging over
all channel states [70]. Alternatively, the transmitter can send at a rate that cannot be supported by all
channel states: in these poor channel states the receiver declares an outage and the transmitted data is
lost. In this scenario each transmission rate has an outage probability associated with it and capacity
is measured relative to outage probability (capacity CDF) [22]. An excellent tutorial on fading channel
capacity for single antenna channels can be found in [5]. For single-user MIMO channels with perfect
transmitter and receiver CSI the ergodic and outage capacity calculations are straightforward since the
capacity is known for every channel state. Thus, for single-user MIMO systems the tutorial will focus on
capacity results assuming imperfect CSI at the transmitter and perfect or imperfect CSI at the receiver.
Although there has been much recent progress in this area, many open problems remain.
In multiuser channels capacity becomes a

 



-dimensional region defining the set of all rate vectors

simultaneously achievable by all



users. The multiple capacity definitions for time-

varying channels under different transmitter and receiver CSI assumptions extend to the capacity region
of the multiple access channel (MAC) and broadcast channel (BC) in the obvious way [30, 49, 50, 71]
However, these MIMO multiuser capacity regions, even for time-invariant channels, are difficult to find.
Few capacity results exist for time-varying multiuser MIMO channels, especially under realistic assump-
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tions of partial CSI at the transmitter(s) and or receiver(s). Therefore, the tutorial focus for MIMO multiuser systems will be on ergodic capacity under perfect CSI at the transmitter and receiver, with a brief
discussion of the known results and open problems for other capacity definitions and CSI assumptions.
Note that the MIMO techniques described herein are applicable to any channel described by a matrix.
Matrix channels describe not only multiantenna systems but also channels with crosstalk [80] and wideband channels [72]. While the focus of this tutorial is on memoryless channels (flat-fading), the results
can also be extended to channels with memory (ISI) using well-known methods for incorporating the
channel delay spread into the channel matrix [61], as will be discussed in the next section.
Many practical MIMO techniques have been developed to capitalize on the theoretical capacity gains
predicted by Shannon theory. A major focus of such work is space-time coding: recent work in this
area is summarized in [23]. Other techniques for MIMO systems include space-time modulation [32, 35],
adaptive modulation and coding [11], space-time equalization [3, 52], space-time signal processing [4],
space-time CDMA [15, 36], and space-time OFDM [51, 53, 78]. An overview of the recent advances in
these areas and other practical techniques along with their performance can be found in [27].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the capacity of singleuser MIMO systems under different assumptions about channel correlation and channel knowledge at
the transmitter and receiver. This section also describes the optimality of beamforming under partial
transmitter CSI and training issues. Section III describes the capacity regions for both MIMO BCs and
MIMO MACs, along with a duality connection between these regions. The capacity-achieving strategy
of dirty paper coding for the MIMO BC is also discussed. The capacity of multicell systems under dirtypaper coding and opportunistic beamforming is discussed in Section IV, as well as tradeoffs between
capacity, diversity, and sectorization. Section V summarizes these capacity results and describes some
remaining open problems and design questions associated with MIMO systems.
A table of abbreviations used throughout the paper is given below.
II. S INGLE U SER MIMO
In this section we focus on the capacity of single-user MIMO channels. While most wireless systems
today support multiple users, single-user results are still of much interest for the insight they provide and
their application to channelized systems where users are allocated orthogonal resources (time, frequency
bands, etc.) MIMO channel capacity is also much easier to derive for single users than for multiple
users. Indeed, single-user MIMO capacity results are known for many cases where the corresponding
multiuser problems remain unsolved. In particular, very little is known about multiuser capacity without
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CSIR

Receiver Channel State Information

CSIT

Transmitter Channel State Information

CMI

Channel Mean Information

CCI

Channel Covariance Information

DPC

Dirty Paper Coding

MAC

Multiple-Access Channel

BC

Broadcast Channel
TABLE I
TABLE

OF

A BBREVIATIONS

the assumption of perfect channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) and at the receiver (CSIR).
While there remain many open problems in obtaining the single-user capacity under general assumptions
of CSIT and CSIR, for several interesting cases the solution is known. This section will give an overview
of known results for single-user MIMO channels with particular focus on partial CSI at the transmitter as
well as the receiver. We begin with a brief description of the commonly used partial CSI models.
A. Channel Models
Consider a transmitter with
can be represented by the



transmit antennas, and a receiver with
matrix



. The

 



received signal

!#"$%'&)(
where % is the *  transmitted vector and ( is the +

receive antennas. The channel

!

is equal to
(1)

additive white circularly symmetric complex

Gaussian noise vector, normalized so that its covariance matrix is the identity matrix. The normalization
of any non-singular noise covariance matrix
the received vector

!

with

, -0/214365

,.-

to fit the above model is as straightforward as multiplying

to yield the effective channel

With perfect CSIT or CSIR, the channel matrix



, -0/214375 

and a white noise vector.

is assumed to be known perfectly and instanta-

neously at the transmitter or receiver, respectively. With partial CSI at either the transmitter or receiver,
the entries of the channel matrix



are often modeled as complex jointly Gaussian random variables.

While this allows the channel to have both a non-zero mean as well as non-zero correlations between its
elements, almost all research in this area has focused on the two extreme cases: channel mean information
(CMI) and channel covariance information (CCI). Under CMI, the information available is the mean of
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the channel distribution while the covariance is modeled as white, i.e. the channel elements are assumed
to be independent random variables. Under CCI, the channel is assumed to be varying too rapidly to
track its mean, so that the mean is set to zero and the information regarding the relative geometry of the
propagation paths is captured by a non-white covariance matrix. Mathematically, the two cases can be
described as follows:
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Channel Covariance Information (CCI) : +" PRQ 37S  PT4 36S .
- is an U. matrix of i.i.d. zero mean, unit variance complex circularly symmetric Gaussian
Here 
random variables, and PRQ and PVT are called the receive and transmit fade covariance matrices respecChannel Mean Information (CMI) : E

tively. Although not completely general, this simple correlation model has been validated through recent
field measurements as a sufficiently accurate representation of the fade correlations seen in actual cellular
systems [14].
A common assumption for all the results on partial CSI is that the CSIT is a deterministic function
of the CSIR. In other words, the CSI feedback link from the receiver to the transmitter, if it exists, is
assumed to be noiseless. In general for partial information
over an extended alphabet of functions

WYX[Z

where

Z

W

at the transmitter, codes need to be defined

is the input alphabet. However when the CSIT

is a deterministic function of the CSIR optimal codes can be constructed directly over the input alphabet

Z

[9].
Next, we summarize the single user MIMO capacity results under various assumptions on CSI.

B. Constant MIMO Channel Capacity
When the channel is constant and known perfectly at the transmitter and the receiver, Telatar [70]
showed that the MIMO channel can be converted to parallel, non-interfering single input single output
(SISO) channels through a singular value decomposition of the channel matrix. Waterfilling the transmit
power over these parallel channels whose gains are given by the singular values

\ IS

of the channel matrix

leads to the power allocation

] I " `^ _ = 
\ IES acb
_
]
where is the waterfill level, I is the power in the degf eigenmode of the channel, and h
b
max  h ij . The channel capacity is shown to be
k "ml onpBqE _ \ I S 6 
I
b

(2)
is defined as

(3)
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Interestingly, the worst-case additive noise for this scenario is shown by Diggavi to be Gaussian in
[20], where the worst case noise is also given explicitly for low SNR. An algorithm to compute the worst
case noise for any SNR is obtained in [63].
Although the constant channel model is relatively easy to analyze, wireless channels in practice typically change over time due to multipath fading. The capacity of fading channels is investigated next.
C. Fading MIMO Channel Capacity
With slow fading, the channel may remain approximately constant long enough to allow reliable estimation at the receiver (perfect CSIR) and timely feedback of the channel state to the transmitter (perfect
CSIT). However, in systems with moderate to high user mobility, the system designer is inevitably faced
with channels that change rapidly. Fading models with partial CSIT or CSIR are more applicable to such
channels. Capacity results under various assumptions regarding CSI are summarized in this section.
C.1 Capacity with Perfect CSIT and Perfect CSIR
Perfect CSIT and perfect CSIR model a fading channel that changes slow enough to be reliably measured by the receiver and fed back to the transmitter without significant delay. The ergodic capacity of a
flat-fading channel with perfect CSIT and CSIR is simply the average of the capacities achieved with each
channel realization. The capacity for each channel realization is given by the constant channel capacity
expression in the previous section. Since each realization exhibits a capacity gain of

m #

due to

the multiple antennas, the ergodic capacity will also exhibit this gain.
C.2 Capacity with No CSIT and Perfect CSIR
Seminal work by Foschini and Gans [24] and Telatar [70] addressed the case of no CSIT and perfect
CSIR. The two relevant definitions in this case are capacity versus outage (capacity CDF) and ergodic
capacity. For any given input covariance matrix the input distribution that achieves the ergodic capacity
is shown in [24] and [70] to be complex vector Gaussian, mainly because the vector Gaussian distribution
maximizes the entropy for a given covariance matrix. This leads to the transmitter optimization problem
- i.e., finding the optimum input covariance matrix to maximize ergodic capacity subject to a transmit
power (trace of the input covariance matrix) constraint. Mathematically, the problem is to characterize
the optimum

r

to maximize capacity

k "
'sut v>y{z2| k  r J
v#w trace
x

(4)
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where

k  r ~}

E

 npjq -B&)#r  

is the capacity with the input covariance matrix E



channel matrix

. The capacity

k r

r

and the expectation is with respect to the

is achieved by transmitting independent complex circular Gaus-

sian symbols along the eigenvectors of
eigenvalues of

8   9E"r

(5)

r

. The powers allocated to each eigenvector are given by the

.

It is shown in [70] and [24] that the optimum input covariance matrix that maximizes ergodic capacity
is the scaled identity matrix, i.e. the transmit power is divided equally among all the transmit antennas.
So the ergodic capacity is the expected value of

k " npBq  & ]  

(6)

Telatar [70] conjectures that the optimal input covariance matrix that maximizes capacity versus outage
is a diagonal matrix with the power equally distributed among a subset of the transmit antennas. In fact,
the higher the outage probability, the smaller the number of transmit antennas used. As the transmit
power is shared equally between more antennas the expectation of

k

increases (so the ergodic capacity

increases) but the tails of its distribution decay faster. While this improves capacity versus outage for low
outage probabilities, the capacity versus outage for high outages is decreased. Usually we are interested
in low outage probabilities1 and therefore the usual intuition for outage capacity is that it increases as the
diversity order of the channel increases, i.e. as the capacity CDF becomes steeper. Foschini and Gans [24]
also propose a layered architecture to achieve these capacities with scalar codes. This architecture, called
BLAST (Bell Labs Layered Space Time), shows enormous capacity gains over single antenna systems.
e.g. for 1% outage, at 12 dB SNR and with 12 antennas, the spectral efficiency is shown to be 32
b/s/Hz as opposed to the spectral efficiencies of around 1 b/s/Hz achieved in present day single antenna
systems. While the channel models in [24] and [70] assume uncorrelated and frequency flat fading,
practical channels exhibit both correlated fading as well as frequency selectivity. The need to estimate the
capacity gains of BLAST for practical systems in the presence of channel fade correlations and frequency
selective fading sparked off measurement campaigns reported in [56] [26]. The measured capacities are
found to be about 30% smaller than would be anticipated from an idealized model. However, the capacity

 The capacity for high outage probabilities become relevant for schemes that transmit only to the best user. For such schemes,

gains over single antenna systems are still overwhelming.

indeed it is shown in [7] that increasing the number of transmit antennas reduces the average sum capacity.
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C.3 Capacity with Partial CSIT and Partial CSIR
There has been much interest in the capacity of multiple antenna systems with perfect CSIR but only
partial CSIT. It has been found that unlike single antenna systems where exploiting CSIT does not significantly enhance the Shannon capacity [28], for multiple antenna systems the capacity improvement
through even partial CSIT can be substantial. Key work on capacity of such systems by several authors
including Madhow and Visotsky [74], Trott and Narula [59] [58], Jafar and Goldsmith [43] [41] [39], Jorsweick and Boche [46] [47] and Simon and Moustakas [57] [68] has provided many interesting results.
In this subsection our aim is to summarize these results.
The optimum input covariance matrix in general can be a full rank matrix which implies vector coding
across the antenna array. Limiting the rank of the input covariance matrix to unity, called beamforming,
essentially leads to a scalar coded system which has a significantly lower complexity for typical array
sizes.
The complexity versus capacity tradeoff in relation to the amount of CSIT is an interesting aspect of
capacity results under partial CSIT. The ability to use scalar codes to achieve capacity with enough CSIT,
also called optimality of beamforming, captures this tradeoff and has been the topic of much research
in itself. Note that vector coding refers to fully unconstrained signaling schemes for the memoryless
MIMO Gaussian channel. Every symbol period, a channel use corresponds to the transmission of a vector symbol comprised of the inputs to each transmit antenna. Ideally, while decoding vector codewords
the receiver needs to take into account the dependencies in both space and time dimensions and therefore the complexity of vector decoding grows exponentially in the number of transmit antennas. A lower
complexity implementation of the vector coding strategy is also possible in the form of several scalar
codewords being transmitted in parallel. It is shown in [39] that without loss of capacity, any input covariance matrix, regardless of its rank, can be treated as several scalar codewords encoded independently
at the transmitter and decoded successively at the receiver by subtracting out the contribution from previously decoded codewords at each stage. However, well known problems associated with successive
decoding and interference subtraction, e.g. error propagation, render this approach unsuitable for use in
practical systems. It is in this context that the question of optimality of beamforming becomes important.
Beamforming transforms the MIMO channel into a single input single output (SISO) channel. Thus, well
established scalar codec technology can be used to approach capacity and since there is only one beam,
interference cancellation is not needed. In the summary given below we include the results on both the
transmitter optimization problem as well as the optimality of beamforming. For simplicity we start with
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the multiple-input single-output (MISO) channel.

MISO Channels
We first consider systems that use a single receive antenna and multiple transmit antennas. The channel
matrix is rank one. With perfect CSIT and CSIR, for every channel matrix realization it is possible to
identify the only non-zero eigenmode of the channel accurately and beamform along that mode. On
the other hand with no CSIT and perfect CSIR, it was shown by Foschini and Gans [24] and Telatar
[70] that the optimal input covariance matrix is a multiple of the identity matrix. Thus, the inability of
the transmitter to identify the non-zero channel eigenmode forces a strategy where the power is equally
distributed in all directions.
For a system using a single receive antenna and multiple transmit antennas, the transmitter optimization problem is solved by Visotsky and Madhow in [74] for the cases of CMI (also called CMIT or mean
feedback) at the transmitter and only CCI (also called CCIT or covariance feedback) at the transmitter.
For the case of mean feedback (
ance matrix

r

     F 

) the principal eigenvector of the optimal input covari-

is found to be along the channel mean vector and the eigenvalues corresponding to the

remaining eigenvectors are shown to be equal. With covariance feedback (
vectors of the optimal input covariance matrix

r

    P T

) the eigen-

are shown to be along the eigenvectors of the transmit

fade covariance matrix and the eigenvalues are in the same order as the corresponding eigenvalues of
the transmit fade covariance matrix. Moreover, Visotsky and Madhow’s numerical results indicate that
beamforming is close to the optimal strategy when the quality of feedback improves, i.e. when the channel uncertainty decreases under mean feedback or when a stronger channel mode can be identified under
covariance feedback. For mean feedback, Narula and Trott [59] point out that there are cases where the
capacity is actually achieved via beamforming. While they do not obtain fully general necessary and
sufficient conditions for when beamforming is a capacity achieving strategy, they develop partial answers
to the problem for two transmit antennas.
A general condition that is both necessary and sufficient for optimality of beamforming is obtained by
Jafar and Goldsmith in [41] for both cases of mean and covariance feedback. The result can be stated as
the following theorem:
Theorem The Shannon capacity can be achieved with a unit rank matrix if and only if the following
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Fig. 1. Plot of Necessary and Sufficient Condition (7 )

condition is true:
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where, for covariance feedback
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4¨j°± is the 0th-order modified Bessel function of the first kind.
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where

Further, for covariance feedback the expectation can be evaluated to express (7) explicitly in closed form
as
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(8)

The optimality conditions are plotted in Figure 1. For covariance feedback the optimality of beamforming depends on the two largest eigenvalues

]
power

 

S

of the transmit fade covariance matrix and the transmit

. Beamforming is found to be optimal when the two largest eigenvalues of the transmit covari-

ance matrix are sufficiently disparate or the transmit power

]

is sufficiently low. Since beamforming

corresponds to using the principal eigenmode alone, this is reminiscent of waterpouring solutions where
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only the deepest level gets all the water when it is sufficiently deeper than the next deepest level and when
the quantity of water is small enough. For mean feedback the optimality of beamforming is found to
depend on transmit power

]

of the channel mean vector



and the quality of feedback defined as the ratio

F

¸ ¸ ¹º® ¸ ¸ ¦

of the norm squared

and the channel uncertainty . As the transmit power

]

is decreased or

the quality of feedback improves beamforming becomes optimal. As mentioned earlier, for perfect CSIT

X¼» ) the optimal input strategy is beamforming, while for zero CSIT (Quality of
i
) as shown by Telatar [70] the optimal input covariance has full rank, i.e. beamforming is
feedback X
(Quality of feedback

necessarily sub-optimal. Note that [74], [59], [58] and [41] assume a single receive antenna. Next we
summarize the corresponding results for MIMO capacity with partial CSIT and perfect CSIR.

MIMO Channels
With multiple transmit and receive antennas the covariance feedback case with correlations only at
the transmitter (

P'Q " ) is solved by Jafar and Goldsmith in [43].


Like the single receive antenna

case the capacity achieving input covariance matrix is found to have the eigenvectors of the transmit
fade covariance matrix and the eigenvalues are in the same order as the corresponding eigenvalues of
the transmit fade covariance matrix. Jafar and Goldsmith also presented in closed form a mathematical
condition that is both necessary and sufficient for optimality of beamforming in this case. The same
necessary and sufficient condition is also derived independently by Jorsweick and Boche in [46] and
Simon and Moustakas in [68]. In [47] Jorsweick and Boche extend these results to incorporate fade
correlations at the receiver as well. Their results show that while the receive fade correlation matrix does
not affect the eigenvectors of the optimal input covariance matrix, it does affect the eigenvalues. The
general condition for optimality of beamforming found by Jorsweick and Boche depends upon the two
largest eigenvalues of the transmit covariance matrix and all the eigenvalues of the receive covariance
matrix.
The mean feedback case with multiple transmit and receive antennas is solved by Jafar and Goldsmith
in [39] and Moustakas and Simon in [68]. While the general case remains unsolved, solutions are obtained
for the case where the channel mean has rank one [39] and two [68].
These results summarize our discussion of the case with partial CSIT and perfect CSIR. From these
results we notice that the benefits of feeding back CSI from the receiver to the transmitter are two-fold.
Not only does the capacity increase with feedback, but this feedback also allows the transmitter to identify
the stronger channel modes and achieve this higher capacity with simple scalar codewords.
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We conclude this subsection with a discussion on the growth of capacity with number of antennas. With
perfect CSIR and i.i.d. fades, it was shown by Foschini and Gans [24] and by Telatar [70] that the channel
capacity grows linearly with

m # . This linear increase occurs whether the transmitter knows the

channel perfectly (perfect CSIT) or does not know the channel at all (no CSIT). The proportionality
constant of this linear increase, called the rate of growth, has also been characterized in [33, 69, 70].
Chuah et. al. [16] proved that capacity increases linearly with min(

m

) even with correlated fading

although the slope is reduced. As we will see in the next section, the assumption of perfect CSIR is
crucial for the linear growth behavior of capacity with the number of antennas.
In the next section we explore the capacity when the channel is not known perfectly at either the
transmitter or the receiver.
C.4 Capacity with No CSIT and No CSIR
We saw in the last section that with perfect CSIR, channel capacity grows linearly with the minimum
of the number of transmit and receive antennas. However, reliable channel estimation may not be possible
for a mobile receiver that experiences rapid fluctuations of the channel coefficients. Since user mobility is
the principal driving force for wireless communication systems, the capacity behavior with partial CSIT
and CSIR is of particular interest. In this section we summarize some MIMO capacity results in this area.
One of the first papers to address the MIMO capacity in the absence of CSIT and CSIR is [54] by
Marzetta and Hochwald. They model the channel matrix components as i.i.d. complex Gaussian random
variables that remain constant for a coherence interval of

½

symbol periods after which they change to

another independent realization. Capacity is achieved when the
to the product of two statistically independent matrices: a
times a certain

½ :

½  ½

½ V

transmitted signal matrix is equal

isotropically distributed unitary matrix

random matrix that is diagonal, real, and nonnegative. This result enables them to

determine capacity for many interesting cases. Marzetta and Hochwald show that, for a fixed number of
antennas, as the length of the coherence interval increases, the capacity approaches the capacity obtained
as if the receiver knew the propagation coefficients. However, perhaps the most surprising result in [54]
is the following: In contrast to the reported linear growth of capacity with min

¢ .

under the perfect

CSIR assumption, [54] showed that in the absence of CSI, capacity does not increase at all as the number
of transmitter antennas is increased beyond the length of the coherence interval

½

. The MIMO capacity in

the absence of CSIT and CSIR was further explored by Zheng and Tse [83]. They show that at high SNRs
the optimal strategy is to use no more than

?R"

min

¢ ·¾ ½À¿ ªuÁÂ

transmit antennas. In particular,

having more transmit antennas than receive antennas does not provide any capacity increase at high SNR.
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Notice that [54], [83] assume block fading models, i.e. the channel fade coefficients are assumed to be
constant for a block of

½

symbol durations. Hochwald and Marzetta extend their results to continuous

½

fading in [55] where, within each independent -symbol block, the fading coefficients have an arbitrary

Æ

time correlation. If the correlation vanishes beyond some lag , called the correlation time of the fading,
then it is shown in [55] that increasing the number of transmit antennas beyond min

Æ ½

antennas does

not increase capacity. Lapidoth and Moser [48] explored the channel capacity in the absence of CSI
further at high SNR without the block fading assumption. In contrast to the results of Zheng and Tse for
block fading, Lapidoth and Moser show that without the block fading assumption, the channel capacity
in the absence of CSI grows only double logarithmically in SNR. This result is shown to hold under very
general conditions, even allowing for memory and partial receiver side information.
C.5 Capacity with Partial CSIT and Partial CSIR
The results in [54] and [83] seem to leave little hope of achieving the high capacity gains predicted
for MIMO systems when users are highly mobile. However, before resigning ourselves to these lessthan-optimistic results we note that these results assume no CSIT or CSIR. Even for a rapidly fluctuating
channel where reliable channel estimation is not possible, it might be much easier to estimate the distribution of the channel fades instead of the channel realizations themselves. This is because the channel
distribution changes much more slowly than the channel itself. The estimated distribution can be made
available to the transmitter through a feedback channel. This brings us to the realm of MIMO capacity
with partial CSI.
Recent work by Jafar and Goldsmith [38] addresses the MIMO channel capacity with CCIT and CCIR
(channel covariance information at the receiver). The channel matrix components are modeled as spatially
correlated complex Gaussian random variables that remain constant for a coherence interval of

½

symbol

periods after which they change to another independent realization based on the spatial correlation model.
The channel correlations are assumed to be known at the transmitter and receiver. As in the case of
spatially white fading (no CSI), Jafar and Goldsmith show that with CCIT and CCIR the capacity is
achieved when the

½ Ç

transmitted signal matrix is equal to the product of a

distributed unitary matrix, a certain statistically independent

½ '

½  ½

isotropically

random matrix that is diagonal, real,

and nonnegative, and the matrix of the eigenvectors of the transmit fade covariance matrix
shown in [38] that the channel capacity is independent of the smallest

=½

P T.

It is

eigenvalues of the transmit

fade covariance matrix as well as the eigenvectors of the transmit and receive fade covariance matrices
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PT

and

P'Q .

Also, in contrast to the results for the spatially white fading model where adding more

transmit antennas beyond the coherence interval length (

 ½

) does not increase capacity, [38] shows

that additional transmit antennas always increase capacity as long as their channel fading coefficients
are spatially correlated. Thus, in contrast to the results in favor of independent fades with perfect CSIR,
these results indicate that with CCI at the transmitter and the receiver, transmit fade correlations can be
beneficial, making the case for minimizing the spacing between transmit antennas when dealing with
highly mobile, fast fading channels that cannot be accurately measured. It is shown through a simple
example that with coherence time

½¡" 

the capacity with

transmit antennas is

MiHnpjq ¨

db higher

for perfectly correlated fades than for independent fades.
C.6 Frequency Selective Fading Channels
While flat fading is a realistic assumption for narrowband systems where the signal bandwidth is
smaller than the channel coherence bandwidth, broadband communications involve channels that experience frequency selective fading. Research on the capacity of MIMO systems with frequency selective
fading typically takes the approach of dividing the channel bandwidth into parallel flat fading channels,
and constructing an overall block diagonal channel matrix with the diagonal blocks given by the channel
matrices corresponding to each of these subchannels. Under perfect CSIR and CSIT, the total power
constraint then leads to the usual closed-form waterfilling solution. Note that the waterfill is done simultaneously over both space and frequency. Even SISO frequency selective fading channels can be
represented by the MIMO system model (1) in this manner [61]. For MIMO systems, the matrix channel
model is derived by Bolcskei, Gesbert, and Paulraj in [6] based on an analysis of the capacity behavior of
OFDM-based MIMO channels in broadband fading environments. Under the assumption of perfect CSIR
and no CSIT, their results show that in the MIMO case, unlike the SISO case, frequency selective fading
channels may provide advantages over flat fading channels not only in terms of outage capacity but also
in terms of capacity vs outage. In other words, MIMO frequency selective fading channels are shown to
provide both higher diversity gain and higher multiplexing gain than MIMO flat-fading channels. The
measurements in [56] show that frequency selectivity makes the CDF of the capacity steeper and, thus,
increases the capacity for a given outage as compared with the flat-frequency case, but the influence on
the ergodic capacity is small.
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C.7 Training for Multiple Antenna Systems
The results summarized in the previous sections indicate that CSI plays a crucial role in the capacity of
MIMO systems. In particular, the capacity results in the absence of CSIR or with partial CSIR are strikingly different and often quite pessimistic compared to those that assume perfect CSIR. To recapitulate,
with perfect CSIR MIMO channel capacity is known to increase linearly with min(

m

) even without

CSIT and even with correlated fading. However in fast fading when the channel changes so rapidly that
it cannot be estimated reliably (no CSIR) the capacity does not increase with the number of transmit
antennas at all for

 ½

where

½

is the channel decorrelation time. Also at high SNR, capacity with

perfect CSIR increases logarithmically with SNR, while the capacity without CSIR increases only double
logarithmically. Thus, CSIR is critical to exploiting the capacity benefits of multiple antenna wireless
links. CSIR is often obtained by sending known training symbols to the receiver. However, with too
little training the channel estimates are poor, whereas with too much training there is no time for data
transmission before the channel changes. So the key question to ask is how much training is needed in
multiple antenna wireless links. This question itself is the title of the paper [31] by Hassibi and Hochwald
where they compute a lower-bound on the capacity of a channel that is learned by training and maximize
the bound as a function of the receive SNR, fading coherence time, and number of transmitter antennas.
When the training and data powers are allowed to vary, the optimal number of training symbols is shown
to be equal to the number of transmit antennas - which is also the smallest training interval length that
guarantees meaningful estimates of the channel matrix. When the training and data powers are instead
required to be equal, the optimal training duration may be longer than the number of antennas. Hassibi
and Hochwald also show that training-based schemes can be optimal at high SNR, but suboptimal at low
SNR.
The results summarized in this section form the basis of our understanding of channel capacity under
partial CSI. These results serve as useful indicators for the benefits of incorporating training and feedback schemes in a MIMO wireless link to obtain CSIR and CSIT respectively. However, our knowledge
of MIMO capacity with partial CSI is still far from complete, even for single user systems. We conclude
this section by pointing out some of the many open problems.
(1) Mean and covariance feedback: The transmitter optimization problem with combined mean and covariance feedback is unsolved even with a single receive antenna. With multiple transmit and receive
antennas, the solution is not completely known except in special cases.
(2) CMI or CCI: Capacity is not known with CCI for completely general correlations, or with CMI for an
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arbitrary channel mean matrix.
(3) Partial CSIR: Almost all cases with partial CSIR are open problems.
(4) Outage capacity: Most results under partial CSI are for ergodic capacity. Outage capacity has proven
to be less analytically tractable than ergodic capacity and contains an abundance of open problems.
III. M ULTI -U SER MIMO
In this section we consider the two basic multi-user MIMO channel models: the MIMO multiple-access
channel (MAC), and the MIMO broadcast channel (BC). Since the capacity region of a general MAC has
been known for quite a while, there are quite a few results on the MIMO MAC for both constant channels
and fading channels with different degrees of channel knowledge at the transmitters and receivers. The
MIMO BC, however, is a relatively new problem for which capacity results have only recently been
found. As a result, the field is much less developed, but we summarize the recent results in the area.
Interestingly, the MIMO MAC and MIMO BC have been shown to be duals, as we will discuss in Section
III-C.2.
A. System Model
To describe the MAC and BC models, we consider a cellular-type system in which the base station has
antennas, and each of the



mobiles has



and the uplink is a MIMO MAC. We will use

d

antennas. The downlink of this system is a MIMO BC,

 I

to denote the downlink channel matrix from the base

d  I . A picture of the system model is shown in Fig.

station to User . Thus, the uplink matrix of User is
2.

@ ÈmÉ~ÊË 
)
 Ë
received signal and Î ÈÏÉ
In the MAC, let

Ì

be the transmitted signal of transmitter . Let

  iÑ
the noise vector where ÎÐ


 
Í ÈmÉ Ë

denote the

is circularly symmetric Gaussian

with identity covariance. The received signal is then equal to:

 1 7 1 & Ù× Ø  &Ò    &ÓÎ
 1 ØØ
" ÔÕÕ ... Ú &ÇÎ where  Û"   1      
ÕÖ  
]
]
In the MAC, each transmitter is subject to an individual power constraint of   . The transmit
]K
covariance matrix of User Ì is defined to be r'K }mÜ 8  @  @ 9 . The power constraint implies Tr  r'K 
for Ì" D  .
Í "
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Fig. 2. System models of the MIMO BC(left) and the MIMO MAC (right) channels

È É  Ë  denote the transmitted vector signal and let ! @ßÈÉ~ÊË  be the received
% 

signal at receiver Ì . The noise at receiver Ì is represented by ( @'È É ÊË and is assumed to be circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian noise ( ( @  ÓiÑ ). The received signal of User Ì is equal to:

(9)
! @ "$ @ %'&Ò( @ 
In the BC, let

The transmit covariance matrix of the input signal is

]
average power constraint

, which implies Tr

 àâá 

]

àâá }äã 8 %% 9 .
.

A note on notation: we use boldface to denote matrices and vectors.

å/
Tr  ç
d d

å

the inverse of a square matrix . For any general matrix

ç ,ç


denotes the trace. denotes the identity matrix and diag  I


entry equal to I .

The transmitter is subject to an

åæ denotes the determinant and

denotes the conjugate transpose and
denotes a diagonal matrix with the

B. MIMO MAC
In this section we summarize capacity results on the multiple-antenna MAC. We first consider the
constant channel scenario, and then look at the fading channel. Since the capacity region of a general
MAC is known, the expressions for the capacity of a constant MAC are quite straightforward. For the
fading case, one must consider the CSI (channel knowledge) available at the transmitter and receiver. We
consider four cases: perfect CSIR and perfect CSIT, perfect CSIR and partial CSIT, perfect CSIR and no
CSIT, and finally the case where there is neither CSIT nor CSIR.
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B.1 Constant Channel
The capacity of any MAC can be written as the convex closure of the union of pentagon regions for
every product input distribution satisfying the user-by-user power constraints [19]. For the Gaussian
MIMO MAC, however, it has been shown that it is sufficient to consider only Gaussian inputs and that
the convex hull operation is not needed [81] [12]. For any set of powers

 ]  ]  , the capacity of

the MIMO MAC is:

ø  4   æû

ù
ú
èCéæêìë  ]   ] âí  î}
ï
ð òv ñó ¨Jô Tr x vòñ{yõ0|Bñcö I{÷ ü IoýDþ  I   n pjqÿ & ü oI ýBþ  I r I  I ¶B  
S 
The d -th user transmits a zero-mean Gaussian with spatial covariance matrix r I . Each set of covariance
matrices  r  r  corresponds to a  -dimension polyhedron (i.e. ´â   û

ü
ü
IoýDþ  I  S npBq  & IoýDþ  I r I  I  ¶B   ), and the capacity region is equal to the union
(over all covariance matrices satisfying the trace constraints) of all such polyhedrons. The corner points
of this pentagon can be achieved by successive decoding, in which users’ signals are successively decoded and subtracted out of the received signal. For the two-user case, each set of covariance matrices
corresponds to a pentagon, similar in form to the capacity region of the scalar Gaussian MAC. For exam-

 " n pjqÿ &Ç  r   Â and  " npjqÿ &Ç  r    &Ç r   =  "
S
S S S
npjqÿ &  &Ï  r    /   r    corresponds to decoding User 2 first (i.e. in the presence
of interS S S
 

ple, the corner point where

ference from User 1) and decoding User 1 last (without interference from User 2). Successive decoding
can reduce a complex multi-user detection problem into a series of single-user detection steps [29].
The capacity region of a MIMO MAC for the single transmit antenna case (

 "  ) is shown in Fig.

 "  , the covariance matrix of each transmitter is a scalar equal to the transmitted power.
Clearly, each user should transmit at full power. Thus, the capacity region for a  -user MAC with  " 

3. When

is given by the following region:



Þ   æû l  I  ª npBq & l  I ] I  I ¶B   
 oI ýBþ
IgýBþ

(10)

For the two-user case, this reduces to the simple pentagon seen in Fig. 3.

 U , however, a union must be taken over all covariance matrices. Intuitively, the set of
covariance matrices that maximize  are different from the set of covariance matrices that maximize
the sum rate. In Figure 4 a MAC capacity region for    is shown. Notice that the region is equal
When

to the union of pentagons, a few of which are shown with dashed lines in the figure. The boundary of
the capacity region is in general curved, except at the sum rate point, where the boundary is a straight
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Fig. 3. Capacity region of MIMO MAC for "$#&%
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Fig. 4. Capacity region of MIMO MAC for "0/)%

line [81]. Each point on the curved portion of the boundary is achieved by a different set of covariance
matrices. At point A, User 1 is decoded last and achieves his single-user capacity by choosing

r 

as a

  . User 2 is decoded first, in the presence of interference from User 1, so r S
is chosen as a waterfill of the channel 
S and the interference from User 1. At points B and C, sum-rate
water-fill of the channel

is maximized (by the same set of covariance matrices), but at B User 1 is decoded last whereas at C User
2 is decoded last.
Next, we focus on characterizing the optimal covariance matrices

 r Þ r 

that achieve any

point on the boundary of the MIMO MAC capacity region. Since the MAC capacity region is convex, it

_

_
  &121214& c º

is well known from convex theory that the boundary of the capacity region can be fully characterized by
maximizing the function

over all rate vectors in the capacity region and for all nonDRAFT
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_

z  _ 
ü










I " . For a fixed set of priorities, this is equivalent to
such that I
negative priorities
maximizing the point on the capacity region boundary that is tangent to a line whose slope is defined by
the priorities. See the tangent line in Fig. 4 for an example. The structure of the MAC capacity region
implies that all boundary points of the capacity region are corner points of polyhedrons corresponding to
different sets of covariance matrices. Furthermore, the corner point should correspond to decoding orders
in order of increasing priority, i.e. the user with the largest priority should be decoded last and therefore

_

_
  

sees no interference. Thus, the problem of finding that boundary point on the capacity region associated
with priorities

assumed to be in descending order (users can be arbitrarily re-numbered to

satisfy this condition) can be written as

  _ _

_
/  I I J ·npBq I
Vs
Â
t




n
j
p

q

& l z   O rÄO{O &
& l z   O rO{ O 
v  ô 3 3 3 ô v4 l z  =
I
O
O
b
subject to power constraints on the traces of the covariance matrices. Note that the covariances that

maximize the function above are the optimal covariances. The most interesting and useful feature of
the optimization problem above is the concavity of the objective function in the covariance matrices.

_

_

Thus, efficient convex optimization tools exist that solve this problem numerically [8]. A more efficient
numerical technique to find the sum-rate maximizing (i.e.

 "512121"



) covariance matrices, called

iterative waterfilling, was developed by Yu, et. al [81]. This technique is based on the Karush Kuhn
Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions for the sum-rate maximization problem. These conditions indicate
that the sum-rate maximizing covariance matrix of any user in the system should be the single-user waterfilling covariance matrix of its own channel with noise equal to the actual noise plus the interference from
the other

 = 

transmitters.

B.2 Fading Channels
Note that channel capacity for fading channels has many more parameters than for constant channels
due to the time variation of the channel. As in the single-user case, the capacity of the MIMO MAC
where the channel is time-varying depends on the definition of capacity and the availability of channel
knowledge at the transmitters and the receiver. The capacity with perfect CSIT and CSIR is very well
studied, as is the problem of capacity with perfect CSIR only. However, little is known about the capacity
of the MIMO MAC (or the MIMO BC for that matter) with partial CSI at either the transmitter or receiver.
With perfect CSIR and perfect CSIT, the system can be viewed as a set of parallel non interfering
MIMO MACs (one for each fading state) sharing a common power constraint. Thus, the ergodic capacity
region can be obtained as an average of these parallel MIMO MAC capacity regions [60], where the
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averaging is done with respect to the channel statistics.The iterative waterfilling algorithm of [81] easily
extends to this case, with joint space and time waterfilling.
The capacity region of a MAC with perfect CSIR but no CSIT was found in [25, 65]. In this case
Gaussian inputs are optimal, and the ergodic capacity region is equal to the time average of the capacity
obtained at each fading instant with a constant transmit policy (i.e. a constant covariance matrix for each
user). Thus, the ergodic capacity region is given by



     û l  I  ª ã npjqÿ & l  I r I  I  89¶B    
¹76  IgýBþ
ð vòñoó ¨4ô Tr x vòñ{yõ0|Dñcö I{÷
IoýDþ
If the channel matrices  I have i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries and each user has the same power conï

straint, then the optimal covariances are scaled versions of the identity matrix [70].
There has also been some work on capacity with perfect CSIR and partial CSIT [42]. In this paper,
Jafar and Goldsmith determine the optimal covariance matrices when there is transmit antenna correlation
and CCIT. This topic has yet to be fully investigated.
Asymptotic results on the sum capacity of MIMO MAC channels with the number of receive antennas
and the number of transmitters increasing to infinity were obtained by Telatar [70] and by Viswanath,
Tse, and Anantharam [77]. MIMO MAC sum capacity with only CSIR is found to grow linearly with
min

¢  

[70]. Sum capacity with perfect CSIR and CSIT also scales linearly with min

¢  

,

but CSIT is of decreasing value as the number of receive antennas increases [34, 77]. Furthermore,
the limiting distribution of the sum capacity with perfect CSIR and CSIT was found to be Gaussian by
Hochwald and Vishwanath [34].
C. MIMO Broadcast Channel
In this section we summarize capacity results on the multiple-antenna broadcast channel (BC). When
the transmitter has only one antenna, the Gaussian broadcast channel is a degraded broadcast channel,
for which the capacity region is known [19]. However, when the transmitter has more than one antenna,
the Gaussian broadcast channel is generally non-degraded. The capacity region of general non-degraded
broadcast channels is unknown, but the seminal work of Caire and Shamai [10] and subsequent research
on this problem have shed a great deal of light on this channel and the sum capacity of the MIMO BC has
been found. In subsequent sections we focus mainly on the constant channel, but we do briefly discuss
the fading channel as well which is still an open problem. Note that the BC transmitter has
and each receiver has



antennas

antennas, as described in Section III-A.
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C.1 Dirty Paper Coding Achievable Rate Region
An achievable region for the MIMO BC was first obtained for the

 " 

case by Caire and Shamai

[10] and later extended to the multiple-receive antenna case by Yu and Cioffi [79] using the idea of dirty
paper coding (DPC) [18]. The basic premise of DPC is as follows. If the transmitter (but not the receiver)
has perfect, non-causal knowledge of additive Gaussian interference in the channel, then the capacity of
the channel is the same as if there was no additive interference, or equivalently as if the receiver also
had knowledge of the interference. Dirty-paper coding is a technique that allows non-causally known
interference to be “pre-subtracted” at the transmitter, but in such a way that the transmit power is not
increased. A more practical (and more general) technique to perform this pre-subtraction is the cancelling
for known interference technique found by Erez, Shamai, and Zamir in [21].
In the MIMO BC, dirty-paper coding can be applied at the transmitter when choosing codewords for
different receivers. The transmitter first picks a codeword for receiver 1. The transmitter then chooses
a codeword for receiver 2 with full (non-causal) knowledge of the codeword intended for receiver 1.
Therefore the codeword of User 1 can be pre-subtracted such that receiver 2 does not see the codeword
intended for receiver 1 as interference. Similarly, the codeword for receiver 3 is chosen such that receiver
3 does not see the signals intended for receivers 1 and 2 as interference. This process continues for all
receivers. If User

:

7M

is encoded first, followed by User

:



 ªj , etc., the following is an achievable rate

vector:

 )
; xIy  ü N ó I à ; xN y  ; Iy 

&

x
<; x I y " ª npjq 
D  
(11)
 &) ; x I y  ü N2=CI à ; x N y  ; x I y  dò"

?>A@ ë  ]
è
The dirty-paper region
 is defined as the convex hull of the union of all such rates vectors over
all positive semi-definite covariance matrices à Þ à  such that Tr  à  &  à 
" Tr  àá  ]
and over all permutations  : °uJÞ :   6 :
è >@ ë  ]  ~} kCBEDF ï .
P 
IHJ
; ôG ñ : à I
where

P. : à I

is given by (11). The transmitted signal is

à I "
uncorrelated, which implies à á "à
ance matrices are of the form

%¡" % 1 &   & %ÞÝ

(12)
and the input covari-

ã 8 %;o%; 9 . From the dirty paper result we find that %  % 
 &  à  .

are

One important feature to notice about the dirty paper rate equations in (11) is that the rate equations
are neither a concave nor convex function of the covariance matrices. This makes finding the dirty pa-
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per region very difficult, because generally the entire space of covariance matrices that meet the power
constraint must be searched over.
Note that dirty paper coding and successive decoding are completely equivalent capacity-wise for scalar
channels, but this equivalence does not hold for MIMO channels. It has been shown [37] that the achievable region with successive decoding is contained within the dirty paper coding region.
C.2 MAC-BC Duality
In [73], Vishwanath, Jindal, and Goldsmith developed the following key result relating the MIMO BC
dirty paper region and the MIMO MAC capacity region:
Theorem 1: The dirty paper rate region of the multi-antenna BC with power constraint

]

is equal to the

union of capacity regions of the dual MAC, where the union is taken over all individual power constraints
that sum to

]

:

è >@ ë  ]  "

K w L Nñ4 M

ï

 |Dñ{z2|

è POQ  ]  ]  


This is the multiple-antenna extension of the previously established duality between the scalar Gaussian
broadcast and multiple-access channels [45]. In addition to the relationship between the two rate regions,
for any set of covariance matrices in the MAC/BC (and the corresponding rate vector), [73] provides an
explicit set of transformations to find covariance matrices in the BC/MAC that achieve the same rates. The

ü  z  Tr  r I ]
I


union of MAC capacity regions is easily seen to be the same expression as in (10) but with the constraint
instead of Tr

r I  ] I d

(i.e. a sum constraint instead of individual constraints).

The MAC-BC duality is very useful from a numerical standpoint because the dirty paper region leads to
non-concave rate functions of the covariances, whereas the rates in the dual MAC are concave functions
of the covariance matrices. Thus, the optimal MAC covariances can be found using standard convex
optimization techniques and then transformed to the corresponding optimal BC covariances using the
MAC-BC transformations given in [73]. A specific algorithm that finds the sum rate optimal covariances
is found in [44]. The algorithm is based on the iterative waterfilling algorithm for the MIMO MAC [81].
The dirty paper rate region is shown in Fig. 5 for a channel with 2 users,
region is formed as a union of MAC regions. Since

" ª , and  "  . The

 "  , each of the MAC regions is a pentagon,

as discussed in Section III-B.1. Similar to the MAC capacity region, the boundary of the DPC region is
curved, except at the sum-rate maximizing portion of the boundary. For the

 " 

case, duality also

indicates that rank-one covariance matrices (i.e. beamforming) are optimal for dirty-paper coding. This
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Fig. 5. Dirty paper rate region

fact is not obvious from the dirty paper rate equations, but follows from the transformations of [73] which
find BC covariances that achieve the same rates as a set of MAC covariance matrices (which are scalars
in the

 " 

case).

Duality also allows the MIMO MAC capacity region to be expressed in terms of the dual dirty paper
BC rate region [73], as specified in the following theorem:
Theorem 2: The capacity region of a MIMO MAC is the intersection of the scaled dirty paper regions
of the MIMO BC:

è éæêìë  ]   ] â 

 ]
Å
Å Å
>@ ë 
è
"SR ¨
l z  F II í V8 U F    12121 U F    9 J
T =
I

(13)

C.3 Sum Rate Optimality of DPC

ª

Dirty paper coding was first shown to achieve the sum-rate capacity of the MIMO BC for the -user,

" ª , " 

case by Caire and Shamai [10]. This was shown by using the Sato upper bound [64] on

the broadcast channel, where the upper bound was shown to meet the achievable sum rate using DPC.
The sum rate optimality of DPC was extended to the multi-user channel with
Tse [76] and to the more general

¢

 " 

by Viswanath and

case by Vishwanath, Jindal, and Goldsmith [73].
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C.4 Fading Channels
Most of the capacity problems for fading MIMO BCs are still open, with the exception of sum rate
capacity with perfect CSIR and perfect CSIT. In this case, as for the MIMO MAC, the MIMO BC can be
split into parallel channels with an overall power constraint (see Li and Goldsmith [49] for a treatment
of the scalar case). Again, the sum power waterfilling algorithm can be used in this case with combined
time and space waterfilling.
Asymptotic results for the sum rate capacity of the MIMO BC (for

 "  ) can also be obtained by

combining the asymptotic results for the sum rate capacity of the MIMO MAC with duality [34]. Thus,
the role of transmitter side information reduces with the growth in the number of transmit antennas, and
hence, the sum capacity of the MIMO BC with



users and

capacity of a single user system with only receiver CSI and
which is given by

transmit antennas tends to the sum

receive antennas and

]
npjqÿ &    
 

Thus, the asymptotic growth with or without side information is linear as

W



H¢ 

transmit antennas,

, and the growth

rate constant W can be found in [34].
D. Open Problems in Multiuser MIMO
Multiuser MIMO has been the primary focus of research in recent years, mainly due to the large number
of open problems in this area. Some of these are:
1. No CSI: The capacity region of MIMO MAC and BC systems when neither the transmitter(s) nor the
receiver(s) know the channel.
2. BC with receiver CSI alone: The Broadcast channel capacity is only known when both the transmitter
and the receivers have perfect knowledge of the channel.
3. Imperfect CSI: Since perfect CSI is never possible, a study of capacity with imperfect CSI for both
MAC and BC is of great practical relevance.
4. Non-DPC techniques for BC: Dirty-paper coding is a very powerful capacity-achieving scheme, but
it appears quite difficult to implement in practice. Thus, non-DPC multi-user transmissions schemes for
the downlink (such as downlink beamforming [62]) are also of practical relevance.
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IV. M ULTICELL MIMO
The MAC and the BC are information theoretic abstractions of the uplink and the downlink of a single
cell in a cellular system. However a cellular system, by definition, consists of many cells. Due to the
fundamental nature of wireless propagation, transmissions in a cell are not limited to within that cell.
Users and base stations in adjacent cells experience interference from each other. Also, since the base
stations are typically not mobile themselves there is the possibility for the base stations to communicate
through a high speed reliable connection, possibly consisting of optical fiber links capable of very high
data rates. This opens up the opportunity for base stations to cooperate in the way they process different
users’ signals. Analysis of the capacity of the cellular network, explicitly taking into account the presence
of multiple cells, multiple users, and multiple antennas and the possibilities of cooperation between base
stations is inevitably a hard problem and runs into several long-standing unsolved problems in network
information theory. However, such an analysis is also of utmost importance because it defines a common
benchmark that can be used to gauge the efficiency of any practical scheme, in the same way that the
capacity of a single user link serves as a measure of the performance of practical schemes. There has
been some recent research in this area that extend the single cell MAC and BC results to multiple cells.
In this section we summarize some of these results.
The key to the extension of single cell results to multiple cell systems is the assumption of perfect
cooperation between base stations. Conceptually, this allows the multiple base stations to be treated
as physically distributed antennas of one composite base station. Specifically, consider a group of
coordinated cells, each with

è ÊË 

antennas, and

d



mobiles, each with



antennas. If we define

X

 I ôN È

to be the downlink channel of User from base station Y , then the composite downlink channel

d Z I "ä8  I ô  21 121J I ô [ 9 and the composite uplink channel is Z I . The received signal of User
d can then be written as \ I "]Z I_^ & ( I , where ^ is the composite transmitted signal defined as
Å ^ Å ^ Å[
^
" 8 12121 9 . Here we let ^ N represent the transmit signal from base Y .

of User is

First let us consider the uplink. As pointed out by Jafar, Foschini and Goldsmith [37] the single cell
MIMO MAC capacity region results apply to this system in a straightforward way. Thus, by assuming
perfect data cooperation between the base stations, the multiple cell uplink is easily seen to be equal to
the MAC capacity region of the composite channel, defined as

]
where the power constraints of the d -th mobile is I .

è POQæ Z   Z  í ]  ] 

in (10)

On the downlink, since the base stations can cooperate perfectly, dirty-paper coding can be used over
the entire transmitted signal (i.e. across base stations) in a straightforward manner. The application of
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dirty paper coding to a multiple cell environment with cooperation between base stations is pioneered in
recent work by Shamai and Zaidel [66]. For one antenna at each user and each base station, they show that
a relatively simple application of dirty paper coding can enhance the capacity of the cellular downlink.
While capacity computations are not the focus of [66], they do show that their scheme is asymptotically
optimal at high SNRs.
The MIMO downlink capacity is explored by Jafar and Goldsmith in [40]. Note that the multicell
downlink can be solved in a similar way as the uplink. But this requires perfect data and power cooper-

Y

ation between the base stations. If we let `

I ôN

d

represent the transmit vector for User from base station

Å ô

Å ô[

d ` I "ä8 ` I 12121a` I 9 . Thus, the composite co-

, the composite transmit vector intended for User is

Å

Å

d
b I " Ü 8 ` I ` I 9 . The covariance matrix of the entire transmitted signal

ü z  b I . Assuming perfect data cooperation between the base stations, dirty-paper coding can
is bæá"
I

variance of User is defined as

be applied to the composite vectors intended for different users. Thus, the dirty paper region described in
Section III-C.1, Equation (12), can be achieved in the multi-cell downlink.
While data cooperation is a justifiable assumption for capacity computations in the sense that it captures the possibility of base stations cooperating among themselves as described earlier in this section, in
practice each base station has its own power constraint. The per base power constraint can be expressed
as

Ü 8 ^ N ` N 9  ] N , where ] N

is the power constraint at base Y . Thus power cooperation, or pooling the

transmit power for all the base stations to have one overall transmit power constraint is not as realistic.
Note that on the uplink the base stations are only receiving signals, and therefore no power coopera-

ü  z  Tr  Ü 8 ` I ô N ` ô 9 ] N YÄ" D X . This is equivalent to a constraint of ]  on the sum of the first
IN 
I
] on the sum on the next diagonal entries of bÀá , etc. These
diagonal entries of bæá , a constraint of
S
constraints are considerably stricter than a constraint on the trace of bá as in the single-cell case.
tion is required. The per base power constraints restrict consideration to covariance matrices such that

Though dirty paper coding yields an achievable region, DPC has not been shown to achieve the capacity
region or even the sum rate capacity with per-base power constraints. Additionally, the MAC-BC duality
(Section III-C.2) which greatly simplified calculation of the dirty paper region does not apply under per
base power constraints. Thus, even generating numerical results for the multi-cell downlink is quite
challenging.
However, data and power cooperation does give a simple upperbound on the capacity of the network.
Based on numerical comparisons between this upperbound and a lower bound on capacity derived in
[40], Jafar and Goldsmith find that the simple upper bound with power and data cooperation is also a
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good measure of the capacity with data cooperation alone.
Note that current wireless systems use the high data rate (HDR) protocol and transmit to only one
user at a time on the downlink. Dirty paper coding however allows the base station to transmit to many
users simultaneously. This is particularly advantageous when the number of transmit antennas at the base
station is much larger than the number of receive antennas at each user - a common scenario in current
cellular systems. To illustrate the advantages of dirty paper coding, even for a single cell, the relative
gains of optimal dirty paper coding over a strategy that serves only the best user at any time are shown
in Figure 6. Note that this single cell model is equivalent to the multi-cell system with no cooperation
between base stations so that the interference from other cells is treated as noise. With cooperation
between base stations the gains are expected to be even more significant as dirty paper coding reduces the
overall interference by making some users invisible to others.
The capacity results described in this section address just a few out of many interesting questions in
the design of a cellular system with multiple antennas. Multiple antennas can be used not only to enhance
the capacity of the system but also to drive down the probability of error through diversity combining.
Recent work by Zheng and Tse [82] unravels a fundamental diversity versus multiplexing tradeoff. Also,
instead of using isotropic transmit antennas on the downlink and transmitting to many users, it may be
simpler to use directional antennas to divide the cell into sectors and transmit to one user within sector.
The relative impact of partial CSI on each of these schemes is not fully understood. Although in this
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paper we focus on the physical layer, smart schemes to handle partial CSI can also be found at higher
layers. An interesting example is the idea of opportunistic beamforming [75]. In the absence of CSIT,
the transmitter randomly chooses the beamforming weights. With enough users in the system, it becomes
very likely that these weights will be nearly optimal for one of the users. In other words, a random beam
selected by the transmitter is very likely to be pointed towards a user if there are enough users in the
system. Instead of feeding back the channel coefficients to the transmitter the users simply feedback the
SNRs they see with the current choice of beamforming weights. This significantly reduces the amount of
feedback required. By randomly changing the weights frequently, the scheme also treats all users fairly.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have summarized recent results on the capacity of MIMO channels for both single-user and multiuser systems. The great capacity gains predicted for such systems can be realized in some cases, but
realistic assumptions about channel knowledge and the underlying channel model can significantly mitigate these gains. For single user systems the capacity under perfect CSI at the transmitter and receiver is
relatively straightforward and predicts that capacity grows linearly with the number of antennas. Backing
off from the perfect CSI assumption makes the capacity calculation much more difficult, and the capacity
gains are highly dependent on the nature of the CSIR/CSIT, the channel SNR, and the antenna element
correlations. Specifically, assuming perfect CSIR, CSIT provides significant capacity gain at low SNRs
but not much at high SNRs. The insight here is that at low SNRs it is important to put power into the
appropriate eigenmodes of the system. In addition, channel correlation reduces capacity under perfect
CSIR and no CSIT by a constant multiplier, and it increases capacity under imperfect CSIR and CSIT.
This result indicates that channel correlation helps to compensate for capacity loss due to imperfect channel knowledge at the receiver. Finally, with no CSIR or CSIT at high SNRs capacity only grows relative
to the double log of the SNR with the number of antennas as a constant additive term. This rather poor
capacity gain would not typically justify adding more antennas. However, for block fading channels at
moderate SNRs the growth without CSIT or CSIR is less pessimistic.
We also examined the capacity of MIMO broadcast and multiple access channels. The ergodic capacity
region for the MIMO MAC is well-known and a convex optimization problem. Duality allows the dirty
paper coding achievable region for the MIMO BC, a nonconvex region, to be computed from the MIMO
MAC capacity region. These capacity and achievable regions are only known for ergodic capacity under
perfect CSIT and CSIR. Relatively little is known about the MIMO MAC and BC regions under more
realistic partial CSI assumptions. A multicell system with base station cooperation can be modeled as
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a MIMO BC (downlink) or MIMO MAC (uplink) where the antennas associated with each base station
are pooled by the system. Exploiting this antenna structure leads to significant capacity gains over HDR
transmission strategies.
There are many open problems in this area. For single-user systems the problems are mainly associated
with partial CSI at either the transmitter or receiver. Most capacity regions associated with multiuser
MIMO channels remain unsolved, especially ergodic capacity and capacity versus outage for the MIMO
BC under perfect receiver CSI only. There are no existing results for partial CSI for any multiuser MIMO
channel. Finally, the capacity of cellular systems with multiple antennas remains a relatively open area,
in part because the single-cell problem is mostly unsolved, and in part because the Shannon capacity
of a cellular system is not well-defined and depends heavily on frequency assumptions and propagation
models. Other fundamental tradeoffs in MIMO cellular designs such as whether antennas should be used
for sectorization, capacity gain, or diversity are not well understood. In short, we have only scratched
the surface in understanding the fundamental capacity limits of systems with multiple transmitter and
receiver antennas, and this area of research is likely to remain timely, important, and fruitful for many
years to come.
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